Monday, April 3
Noon Lecture

HIRST AUDITORIUM, 1 DULLES BLDG, HUP
12:00 NOON – 1:00 PM  
The Impact of Implicit Ageism on Care Quality and Patient Outcomes  
Rebecca Trotta, PhD, RN, Director, Nursing Research and Science

Tuesday, April 4
Workshop & Grand Rounds

CLASSROOM 12-146 AB, SMILOW CENTER FOR TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
Sessions:
1. 6:00 AM – 7:15 AM  
GME Faculty Development Workshop: Engaging Residents / Fellows in Clinical Site Initiatives to Address Health Care Disparities  
Facilitators: Jaya Aysola, MD, MPH, Jen Myers, MD, Rachel Kelz, MD, MSCE

RUBENSTEIN AUDITORIUM, SMILOW CENTER FOR TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
12:00 NOON – 1:00 PM  
Grand Rounds: Understanding and Applying Cultural Competency  
Jaya Aysola, MD, MPH, Associate DIO for Health Equity and Inclusion

Wednesday, April 5
Keynote Lecture

MEDICAL ALUMNI HALL, 1 MALONEY BLDG, HUP
12:00 NOON – 1:30 PM  
Introduction and 123 Equity Pledge  
Ralph Muller, MA, CEO, UPHS  
PJ Brennan, MD, Chief Medical Officer, UPHS  
Keynote Lecture: Health Equity in Pennsylvania: A Focus on LGBT Health  
Rachel Levine, MD  
Physician General for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania  
Dr. Rachel Levine is currently Physician General for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Professor of Pediatrics and Psychiatry at the Penn State College of Medicine. Her accomplishments at Penn State Hershey Medical Center include initiating their Division of Adolescent Medicine and their Eating Disorders Program. Dr. Levine is the highest-ranking openly transgender public official in Pennsylvania history and one of only a handful serving in elected or appointed offices nationwide.

Thursday, April 6
Health Equity Symposium Featuring a Keynote Lecture

MEDICAL ALUMNI HALL, 1 MALONEY BLDG, HUP
11:00 AM – 12:00 NOON  
Health Equity Story Slam Session  
Story Slams are events that celebrate storytelling by providing an opportunity for participants to share brief verbal stories with an audience.  
Organizer: Charmaine S. Wright, MD, MSHP, Assistant Professor of Medicine and Pediatrics, University of Pennsylvania Health System / Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

RUBENSTEIN AUDITORIUM, SMILOW CENTER FOR TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
12:30 PM – 1:30 PM  
Keynote Lecture: Institutional Commitment to Diversity, Is it Enough?  
Joan Reede, MD, MS, MPH, MBA, Dean for Diversity and Community Partnership and Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical School  
Dr. Reede also serves as the director of the Minority Faculty Development Program, and faculty director of Community Outreach Programs at Harvard Medical School. Program Director of the Faculty Diversity Program of the Harvard Catalyst/ The Harvard Clinical and Translational Science Center, and Director of the HMSC Center of Excellence in Minority Health and Health Disparities. Dr. Reede has created and developed more than 20 programs at Harvard Medical School that aim to address pipeline and leadership issues for minorities and others who are interested in careers in medicine, academic and scientific research, and the healthcare professions.

Friday, April 7
Grand Rounds / Invited Guest Lecture

FLYERS/76ERS SURGERY THEATRE, GROUND WHITE BLDG, HUP
8:00 AM – 9:00 AM  
Grand Rounds: Black Man in a White Coat  
Damon Tweedy, MD, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry  
Duke University Medical Center

MEDICAL ALUMNI HALL, 1 MALONEY BLDG, HUP
12:00 NOON – 1:30 PM  
Invited Guest Lecture: Care Beyond Our Walls; Kaiser Permanente's Approach to Improving Community and Population Health  
Destiny-Simone Ramjohn, PhD, Director of Stakeholder’s Relations  
Kaiser Permanente
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